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INTRODUCTION 

Hybrid experiments have a special place among the 
experiments on the study of charmed particles. They allow the 
direct dr-fection of paths of charmed particles before their decay. 
The direct observation of each decay and a possibility of 
kinematically analysing them In detail allow new results even with 
poor statistics. 

The experiment was aimed at search for and investigating 
charmed particles in interactions of neutrino with photoemulelon 
nuclei. A hybrid technique was used to carry out experiment E-564 
[1] : nuclear photoemulelon serves as a vertex detector and the 
15-foot bubble chamber (ВС) of FNAL was used as a prediction 
system and an external detector of secondary particles. Unlike 
similar hybrid experiments E-531 (FNAL) [2], WA-17 (CEBN) [3], 
E-247 (FNAL) [4] and Е-Ц1 (IHEP,Serpukhov) [5], experiment E-564 
(FNAL) had some tpecific features in technique: 

- For the first time nuclear emulsion was placed Inside the 
uoking volume of the cryogenic bubble chamber. This ensured the 
maximum acceptance for secondary particles and reduced to the 
minimum (0.6 cm of stainless steel) the "dead zone" between the 
emulsion and ВС working substance. 

- Since ВС working substance was kept at 30 К, cryogenically 
sensitive photoemulsion BR-2R was developed [6] and prepared in 
USSR specially for the experiment, it retained up to 80% of its 
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initial sensitivity at cryogenic temperatures. Under this 
conditions conventional emulsion retains less than 30% of its 
sensitivity and thus cannot be used in the experiment. 

- For the first time the along-track scanning method Has 
widely used together whlth the traditional volume scanning method 
to look for neutrino interactions in horizontally irradiated 
emulsion layers. ' 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The cryoginically sensitive nuclear emulsion was twice ' 
exposed to wide-band neutrino beam at the FNAL accelerator. A 
total of ~ 870 neutrino interactions of the charged current were 
expected in photoemulslon target. The ВС was filled with deuterium 
during the first exposure and with a heavy neon-hydrogen mixture 
(64 at.% of He) during the second one. 

Twenty two emulsion stacks (total volume 19.8 1) in two 
stainless steel containers were fixed to the front internal wall 
of ВС (Fig.l). The cryogenlcally sensitive nuclear photoemulsion 
was developed [6] at the State Institute of Photochemical Industry 
in Moscow under the supervision of Professor К.S.Bogoaolov on the 
basis of highly sensitive iodideless emulsions with the optical 
sensibilizing dyer. It allowed the reduction of the fluorescence 
effect in silver halide nicrocryetale at teaperaturee below ; 

-150 C, which is very important at the electron stage of latent ' 
iaange appearance. The grain density in the relativlstic particle 
tracks was 21-29 grains/100 fffl during the first exposure and 34-37 
grains/100 до during the second one. The background fog level 
turned out to be somewhat higher (£ 3-5 grains/1000 aa) than for 
the conventional emulsion. In both exposure runs about 6 aonth 
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pellicles Fig.1.Lay-out of the containers 
with cryogenically sensitive 
nuclear emulsion inside 
the 15-ft bubble chamber of FNAL. 

would elapse between exposure and emulsion development, which also 
2 led to higher background. The background was 100 particles/mm in 

angular cone ± 20° downstream. 

The search for neutrino interactions in the emulsion was 

carried out by predictions obtained by extrapolation of secondary 

particle tracks from the ВС to the emulsion containers. The 

photograph of an event with the neutrino Interaction vertex in the 

emulsion container Is shown in Fig.2. The prediction accuracy was 

2.1 mm along the beam, 0.6 and 1.1 mm across the beam (coordinates 
Xbc' Ybc' Zbc' r e e P e c t i v e l v > i n Fig.l.). 

Two methods were used to scan the nuclear emulsion. They were 

the volume scanning [1] at the first stage and the along-track 

scanning [7] at the second one. The volume scanning is ineffective 

when interactions with small N. (the number of heavy-ionizing 



interaction vertex in the photoemulslon target. 

particles) are looked for, "white" stare being practically not 
detected. At volume scanning ~ 40-SOX of events are lost, mainly 
those with N.S 4. The basic advantage of the «long-track scanning 
method is that the searching efficiency does not depend on the 
number of heavy-ionizing particles in the interaction vertex. The 
groups of JINB (Dubna), ITBP (Moscow) and the University of Sydney 
used this method to scan again the predictions of the second 
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exposure run, the secondary particle tracks being looked for at 
distance of 10-15 mm downstream for the predicted primary 
interaction vertex. 

The mean values of N h for 279 events found by volume 
scanning and 103 events found by along-track scanning were 10.42 ± 

0.36 and 3.00 - 0.46, reepectively. The volume scanning efficiency 
was on an average - 27X , the along-track scanning efficiency мае 
- 64*. 

382 interactions of neutral and charged particles were found 
In the emulsion by predictions. Among them there were 93 events 
initiated by the primary charged particle. Among the rest 207 u , 
v charged-current interactions were found, including 194 neutrino 
and 13 antineutrlno events. About 80% of the experimental 
statistics were obtained In second exposure run. 18 candidate 
decays of charmed particles are registered. 

Details of the experiment and some experimental results can 
be found in Ref. [1,7-13]. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

This paper Is to sum up the main experimental results on 
investigation of neutrlnoproductlon of charmed particles. 

1. General characteristics of registered charmed particles 

Among 18 candidates for the decay of charmed particles (8 
three-prong, 6 two-prong and 4 one-prong stars) 13 decays неге 
identified: 5D°, 2D*. ID* , lD'/D* nesons and 4Л* baryons. Their 
charaoteriutlcu are given in the Table. Four one-prong stars (the 
transverse momentum of the particles after the kink was ~ 100-150 
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MeV/c) were interpreted as elastic hadron scattering, and one 
two-prong decay could not be analysed because of lack of 
Information. In Fig.3 the efficiency of the search for charmed 
particles in the experiment is plotted against the distance to the 
primary interaction vertex. All charmed particles «ere found in 
194 neutrino interactions, 42% of interactions detected by 
along-track scanning yielding - 2/3 decays of charmed particles. 

Table. Character let lce_o|_chgr5ed_j>artlc lee 

Decay mode Path before Momentum Tine of f l ight Mass 
decay before decay 
(йга) (GeV/c) ( 1 0 _ " s ) (MeV/cz) 

Л* —>p K -"* 2.1 3.8 0.04 ± 0.01 2283 ± 15 

Л* —>p K"n* 147 5.9 1.89 ± 0.06 2278 ± 40 

C 154 3.7 3.13 ± 0.02 2300 ± 25 

* c —>n К n " 1150 24.1 3.64 ± 0.35 2351 ± 116 

D° ~>К°п*п- 103 15.2 0.42 ± 0.08 1889 ± 65 
п° _->K*%° n ° 1029 10.2 6.25 ± 0.12 1901 ± 50 

D° —>K"n*(n°) 1662 7.0 14.82 ± 0.89 

•>--> m$ 422 5.9 4.44 ± 0.15 

D° —>n' n - (K°) 12 11.9 0.06 ± 0.01 

B ' - - > K " « V 3775 44.2 5.32 ± 0.13 1850 ± 53 

D*~ >K"-,V(v e) 1545 15.0 6.44 ± 0.31 

D —>u n 
" L->n%._7,° 

50 2.4 1.39 ± 0.02 1986 ± 18 

DVD;->3h ± (h°)** 73 > 22 < 0.25 

In parentheses there are non-registered neutral particles whose 
presence in the decay Is demanded by the kinematic analysis. 
A symbol "h" neans the hadron. This decay is denoted as C* in 
Fig.3 and Fig.6. 
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Fig.3.Efficiency of the search for charged (solid line) and 
neutral (dashed line) charmed particle decays ae a function 

of the distance L to the primary interaction vertex . At the 

top there is the distribution of the registered charmed 

particles over the decay length. 

According to part of the statistics obtained in the first run 
Ф of the experiment E-531 [14] , about 40% of "white" stare include 

decays of charmed particles. It is - 50% of the total number of 

decays found. In our experiment the corresponding values were - 9% 

and ~ 23%i as seen, production of charmed particles was not a 

dominating in "white" stars. 

The mean multiplicities bf relativietic N (whithout the 

muon) and heavy-ionizing N. particle» in the evente without 

production of charmed particles was N - 5-8 ± 0.3 and N. = 6-4 ± 

+0.5. Interactlone accompanied with production of charmed 

particles were characterized by smaller multiplicities N = 3-8 ± 

+ 0.6and N h= 3.0 ± 0.8. 

The yield of "white" stare in the neutrino interactions found was 

- 24%. This estimation is close to the value ~ 27% obtained in 

E-531 [14]. In pEn-interactions at equivalent energies the 

corresponding value was 9.2 ± 1.1X [15]. 
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The mean neutrino energy in the events with production of 
charmed particles was 69 ± 14 GeV and 58 ± 3 GeV in the events 
without production of charmed partlclee. The relative cross 
section for production of charmed particles "("„N -> ATCX)/O(V N 
-> »J~X) was 8-3 ± 2.3X with allowance for tho search efficiency 
and separation of the neutrino charged-current interactions. This 

. n n 
value agrees within errors with the value 4-9 „at obtained in 

-и. о 
E-531 [16]. 

According to the experimental data,relative yield of charmed 
mesons is 

D°' : П* : D* * 2.4 : 1 : 0.5 • 
The ratio expected in the simple fragmentation model [17] is 
3 : 1 : (0.6-2.0). 

The contribution of charmed baryons is 26 ± Hit (the error 
is a statistical one) of the total cross section for production 
of charmed partlclee and does not contradict both the Е-5Э1 data 
(16*4%) I 1 6 : l a n d t h e t h e o r e t i o a l t 1 7] estimations (10-30)%, 

The lifetimes of charmed particles, calculated by the 
maximum likelihood method 

т л + = (2.l!j;|)xlO"13ceK. T DO =(6.з!!;£мо - 1 3сек 
С 

V s (7 4!jf0
6)HlO-13ceK 

are also in agreement with the averaged data of other experi
ments (181. 

It should be noted that charmed particles do not have 
dominating decay modes. This allows - depending on the detectors 
used - new decay modes to be registered and analysed. Our 
experiment had three advantages. 

1. The nuclear emulsions being placed inside the ВС, there 
is a maximum acceptance for secondary particles from Interactions 
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and decays in the target. This is especially important for 

investigation of charmed particles produced in the fragmentation 

region of the target. The momenta of these particles arc 

relatively small (of the order of several GeV) and the secondary 

particles from their decays may have large (up to 90°) angles of 

flight. 

2. The 15-foot bubble chamber of FNAL had excellent detector 

characteristics ensuring high accuracy of reconstruction of angles 

and momenta of secondary particles. Filled with a heavy 

neon-hydrogen mixture, the ВС enclosed 3 nuclear lengths and 10 

radiation lengths along the beam axle, which provided good 

conditions for distinguishing between muone, electrons, hadrons, 

and for detection of neutral particles. 

3. During the exposure the plane of photoemulslons layers 

was orientated parallel to the neutrino beam axis. Unlike the 

vertical exposure, the horizontal one allows the best possible 

measurements of ionization losses and Coulomb scattering of 

particles in the emulsion. Thus It became possible to 

considerably Improve Identification of secondary particles and 

analysis of charmed hadrons with email momenta, first of all Л* 
с 

baryons. Over 604 of secondary particles were identified in decays 

of Л baryons, while decays of D* and D° mesons allowed 

identification of about 40% of secondary particles. 

2. Observation of new decays A'-baryona and D*-mesons 
с s 

The A baryons decay modes A* -> Z n n~ , A -> n K~ir*n* 

and the D meson decay mode D -> <•> n were for first 
L -->n*n~n 

time identified in experiment. 
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A microfotograph of the event with the decay mode Л — > 
£*л*п is shown in Fig. 4. This event [11,12] is also the first 
detected decay of Г (2450) baryon: 

^(2450) — > л; я 
> Z л п 

In the Л decay of i- hyperon la unambiguously identified by 
ionization meaeurementB In the nuclear emulsion and by the decay 
£*--> n n*. The Л baryon time of flight before the decay is 

-13 i-io 3.1x10 i o s, for the T hype ron - 0.4X10 l u s. The confidence 
level of the interpretation of the decay Л*—> Г*гг*тт ie - 80% 
(3C-fit). The Л* mass is 2300 ± 25 MeV/c*. 

Up to date 11 decays Л — > £*п*п followed by decay E* — > p 
n have been registered in experiment NA-32 [19]. The theoretical 
estimation [20] for branching ratio of the decay Л -> Z п п 

Decay point of Л*с 

after range 154jum Y« Cascade decay of I c 

I°c —Лс"~ 

Oecay point of I * 

I I I I I 
I- 20jum •) 

Fig-4. Photomicrograph of the event in the emuleion with the 
N. 

cascade decay. 
s°(2450) — > л*п 
С iS. > x п п 
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obtained ulthin the model of chlral Lagrangians, ( normalized to 

the measured decay A — > p R « ) , le - 0 1 2 % . 

The second of the new A baryon decay modea A — > n К " " 

was reconstracted [10] owing to registration of neutron in the ВС 

(the interaction probability is ~ 90%). At a distance of - 1.1 

nuclear interaction lengths from the emulsions containers' place 

in the ВС a five-prong star, produced by neutral particle, was 

found. The kinematic 2C-fit for decay A* — > n K _"*" yields 

the neutron momentum value P = 12 ± 1 GeV/c, the confidence 

level being ~ 70%. This value of P is in good agreement with the 

lower limit P > 7 GeV/c, estimated by the interaction of neutral 

particle in the ВС. 

At present the experimental ret ts on D decays are scarce. 

Our experiment was the first to detect [8] the decay of D* meeon 

into n meaons: D* — > n*n*n~n°. The invariant mass of a 
s 

combination of the n n~n system within the errors agrees with the 

<•> meson mass. Using the table mass of the <•> meson the kinematic 

2C-fit yields 1986 ± 18 MeV/c for the D* meson mass (confidence 

level - 50%). 

This decay is described by the annihilation subprocesa c s — > 

W * — > ud. It has become one of the first indications of the 

significant role of the annihilation diagrams in decays of charmed 

particles. Accoding to the theoretical estimations [21] the decay 

D — > w n must be a dominating two-particle decay of the D* 

meson in the annihilation channel. 

3. Detection of £ and £** baryons с с 
A possibility of observing the tracks of charmed A* baryons 

and their decay vertices in nuclear emulsions allows an attempt to 
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Fig .5 Ideogram for t he mass d i f f e r ence Am = M(An~) -
2 

M(A^). 
Ordinates: the number of events in the 1 MeV/c interval. 

The eolid stepped line is the calculated background value. A 

shaded square is one event. 

single out heavier charmed £ c states not only on pure hydrogen but 

on complex nuclei. The firat attempt of this kind was made in the 

given experiment. 

It le expected in simple fragmentation model [17,22] that -

90* of charmed A* baryons are produced via decays £ — > Л*п. То 

search for resonant Z states in interactions accompanied with 

production of A* baryons , the effective masses of A* «lth the 

n~ mesons identified in events M(A n~) and mass differences Am = 

M(A*n") - M(A*) were calculated. The mass difference measurement 

*The lifetime (2.1^|)"10 1 3 s and mass 2287 ± 13 MeV/c 2 of the 

charmed A baryon, obtained in the experiment, well agree with 

the averaged data [18] of other experiments. 
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accuracy for £ (2450) is ~ 2~3 MeV, it is considerably higher than 
for the absolute value of M(A*n"). The expected [22,23] widthe of 
the £ (2450) and £ (2510) states are not large: ~ 3-5 MeV end -
13-20 MeV respectively. 

Fig.5 shows an ideogram of the Am values. In region I, 
corresponding to the theoretically expected [22] £ (2450) - A* 
mass difference (Am = 156 - 169 MeV/c ), there are two well 
measured mass differences from two events. One of events is 
interpreted as a decay £ (2450) — > A n with the mass difference 
160 ± 3 MeV/c2, the other seems to be £?(2450)— > A*n~ with Am = 
163 i 2 MeV/c . In region II, corresponding to the theoretically 
expected Г (2510) - A* mass difference (Am = 210 - 239 MeV/c 2), 
is1 an indication of the decay £**(2510)— > Л*п* with Am = 235 ± 14 
MeV/c2. 

The background level [12] for this interpretation is 0.10 ± 
0.04 event for £°(2450), 0.13±0.06 for z**(2450), 0.41 ±0.19 
for r**(2510). 

The data obtanined allow one to estimate the relation 
beetween the direct production of A baryons and their production 

+ + via the decays £ — > Л п : С С 
+ + 

£„ > A n n i •» 
С All A* u " « 

This result indicates that in neutrino interactions a large 
part of A* baryons is produced via the decays of £ resonances. 
The theoretical estimation [22] of R.» is 0.6, taking no account of 

С 
the charmed baryon production dynamics; it is in good agreement 
with our experimental result and indicates that in neutrino 
interactions the charmed baryon production dynamics does not seen 
to greatly affect the relation between relative production of A* 
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and £ Ъагуопв estimated only on the basis of charge independence 
and spin statistics. 

Experiment ARGUS yielded [24,25] 0.36 ± 0.12 ± 0.11 for 
relative production of Л baryons in e*e interactions only via 
£-(2450) states; for r-Be interactions in experiment E-691 [25] 
the figure was 0.27 ± 0.09. These data indicate quite a high 
probability of Л baryon production via decays of £ resonances 
and in electromagnetic interactions, while the NA-32 data [19] uhow 
that the relative production of Л* baryons through £ (2450) states 
in hadron interactions (п-Cu) does not exceed 0.11 with a 90% 
confidence level. 

Noteworthy is that the neutrino interactions with charmed 
baryon production, registered in our experiment, showed en an 
average much lower values of Q 2 ( <Q2> - 5 (GeV/c)Z) than the 
interactions with charmed D meson production ( <Q > - 19 
(GeV/c) ). This feature can be explained within the quark-parton 

2 2 model kinematics [26]. At в > nc the produced c-quark flies away 
in the opposite direction to that of the monenta of spectator 
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Fig.6. Distribution of the Interactions with charmed particle 
production over the 4-momentum transfer squared Q . 
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parton which do not participate in weak interaction. This c-quark 

is produced in the weak current fragmentation region, in its final 

state the quark most probably produces a hadron jet containing a 
2 2 charmed meson. If Q < m£ , the c-quark flies away in the same 

direction as spectator partons (the target fragmentation region). 

In this case production of the charmed baryon is mo6t probable. 

The experimental data confirm the predictions of the quark-parton 

model: as seen in Fig.6, the registered charmed baryons are mainly 

produced in the target fragmentation region, and the charmed 

mesons are produced in the weak current fragmentation region. 

4. Observation of the excited (cs) state 

In this experiment was first registered a candidate for the 

production and decay of the radially excited state of the D 
в 

meson. Figs- 7a and 7b schematically show the event in the 

photoemulsion and in the bubble chamber. In the primary vertex 

(A), besides the recoil proton and the muon (1), there is only one 

track that belongs to the unambiguously identified К meson in the 

photoemulsion. According to the measurements of the relative 

ionization in photoemulsion and of the momentum value in the ВС, 

particle v.l from the secondary vertex (B) ie most probably the K" 

meeon. As to particle v.2, one can only say that it is not heavier 

than the proton. 

In the pictures from the ВС there are no decays of neutral 

strange particles, and in the region close to the charged tracks 

leaving the emulsion an electromagnetic shower is observed. Five 

gamma-quanta belonging to this event are singled out in the ВС. 
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Ns=2 
Nh=1 

/ Cf-K'TTW 

A 
_ 2 

В 
«•.is:::'.". 

*V .1 
^ . V 9 

Lrf = 1029 jum 

Fig.7. A schematically drown event with production of the excited 
state of the V * meson: a) in nuclear enulelon, b) in bubble 
chamber. "A" ie the primary Interaction vertex,"В" 1в the 
decay vertex (see a}}. Track 3 belongs to the 280 
MeV/c proton stopped in the emuleIon. Other particles run 
from the emulsion to the ВС; their Identification is shown 
in figure b). 

Their momenta are higher than 0.5 GeV/c, and the total energy is 
- в GeV. The momenta of other gamma-quanta are not high, and the 
distribution over the conversion length and the angular 
characteristics indicate that they are secondaries produced owing 
to the bremsstahlung of electrons. 

The kinematic analysis [iaj showed that, tiiio event is 
unambiguously interpreted as a cascade decay of D° mesons: 

•• —K*°(892) -°»° I I ' — > r r 
| L > ГГ 
I > K - „ -

The confidence level of the decay D*°—> D"V is 96% (lC-fit), and 
that of the decay D ° — > К -»*» 0»» 0 is 27X (3C-flt). The mass 
difference of the D*° and D° •••on* la 143 ± 16 H*V/c2, and the 
mass of the D° meson is 1901 ± 50 HeV/c2, that of the K*°(B92) 
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state Is 907±12MeV/c . The D° meson time of flight to the decay Is 
(6.25±0.12)10"13s. 

All the emulsion leaving charged particles observed In the ВС 
and all the registered gamma-quanta were used for Interpretation 
of the event. The absence of the additional tracke in the ВС and 
the transverse momentum balance of all particles In the prlaary 
interaction vertex indicate that this interaction corresponds to 
the completely reconstructed reaction 

VH P — * h~ D*° K* p-

17 



The primary neutrino energy is 25 GeV, Q 2 is -2.6 (GeV/c)2. 
The event j n 'juet>f ion has severaJ distinct features typical [27] 
of the diffraction neutrino interaction on the proton. Among these 
features ate the low multiplicity of secondary particles , the 
presence of only one heavy-ionizing particle (a recoil proton with 

о the momentum 280 Mev/c), and a small value of Q . The diffraciive 
production of charmed particles must yield ca-states (- 95%), 
aincu the transition W * cd is Cabibbo-suppressed. In the case 
of the energy-permitted strong Interaction decay the excited 
cs-statee decay [20] into a charmed non-strange D meson and а К 
meson. 

#o + * 
The invariant mass of the registered D and К mesons is 

2794±23 MeV/c2. The theoretically predicted [28,29] masses of the 
urbitally excited 1ЭГ>, and radially excited 23Sj and 2 1S 0 ci-
states are expected to be -2900,-2730,-2670 KeV/c^ at the widths 
of 50-100 MeV (Pig.8).Production of the 1 3D 1 and 2 3 Q states is 
suppressed with respect to the production of the radially excited 
3 * + 
2 S, state of the vector D meson. It is due to a small value 
[30] of the coupling constant of the W boson and cs-state with the 
orbital monent of 2 and to the V-A structure of the weak current. 

Thus, the registered event is most probably interpreted as 
the diffractive production of the first radially excited state 
(2 S,) of the vector D meson decaying via the D °K mode: 

Unlike the case in ref. [13],. the invariant mass error is 
calculated here without allowance for the accuracy of 
reconstruction of the D meson mass. 
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-> » D** (2790) p 

«--> K*°(892) n°n° 
I I ••--> rr 
I L j r r 

L > К~П* 
The lass difference of the D**(2790) and D*° mesons la 787±23 
2 MeV/c . Now in the literature there are no other experimental data 

on the observation of candidates for the production and decay of 
orbltally excited cs-states. Bef.[31] reported registration of 
several candidates for the production and decay of the orbitally 

1 3 excited cs-statee 1 P, and 1 P.. 

M 
(MeV/c*) 

2770 

2570 

2370 

2170 

1970 

p////;//y>/77777 
-1 JD, 

- ^ S . 
-2'S,-

:1»Р„ 

: l ' R 
: 1 > , 

1SS, 

JS-VS. 

о- г о* г 
Fig.8-Predicted Basses of radially and orbitally excited ci-states 

(of D* and D* + Basons). The aass values are obtained within 
the relativiatic [28] (solid lines) and non-relativlstlc 
[29] (dashed lines) potential nodels. The shaded area 
corresponds to the aass of the excited cs-state 
registered In the experiment. 
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CONCLUSION 

Hybrid experiment E-564 was the first to use specially 

developed cryogenically sensitive nuclear emulsion stacks placed 

lneld« the cryogenic bubble chamber and exposed to a wide-band 

neutrino beam, The volume/along-track scanning techniques applied 

to the ВС predictions, 194 charged-current neutrino interactions 

were registered, among them there were 13 decays of charmed 

particles: 5D , 2D , ID , ID /D mesons and 4 A baryons. a s с 
The relative cross section for the production of charmed 

particles in neutrino interactions at <ЕЦ> ~ 60 GeV (8.3±2.3)% and 

the lifetimes of the D ,D mesons and the A baryon were 

estimated. The estimated values are in agreement with the data of 

other experiments. 

The advantagen of the emulsion technique with horizontal 

exposure of the layers combined with good spectrometrlc properties 

of the ВС and with large acceptance for secondaries obtained by 

placing the emulsion inside the ВС ensured good conditions for 

analysis of decays of charmed particles, especially baryone. 

The experiment was the first to allow: 

registration of the £ (2450) baryon decaying by the mode 

£°(2450) — > *~n~- The background is (0.10±0.04) events. The mass 

difference of Z°(2450) and A* is 163±2 MeV/c 2; 

showing that in neutrino interactions a larger part of A 

baryone - U-58_Q'Jo" a r e produced via the decays of E states; 

detection of new A baryon decay modes: A --> £ л п с с 
and A — > n K~ n*" i 

identification of the D* with the decay mode without strange 

particles: D — > w « , _ 0i L—>п п п 
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registration of event which la moot probably Interpreted aa 
3 production of the firat radially excited (2 S.) atate of the 

D* + meson with the паев - 2790 MeV/c . 
8 
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эксперименте Е-5бч 

Криогенно-чувствительная ядерная фотоэмульсия была помещена внутри 
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эффективного анализа распадов очарованных частиц. Основное внимание уделе
но обсуждению новых физических результатов: мод распада Ag-бариона и D̂ "-
мезона, рождения очарованных Ее -барионов и образования vj!. через £ с . Впер
вые зарегистрировано событие, которое интерпретируется как образование воз
бужденного (cs) состояния с массой -2790 МэВ/с". 
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Neutrinoproduction of Charmed Particles 
in Hybrid Experiment E-56*i 

Cryogenically sensitive nuclear emulsion was placed inside the 15-foot 
bubble chamber of FNAL and exposed to a wide-band energy (up to 200 GeV) 
neutrino beam. I ^ charged-current neutrino interactions and 13 decays 
of charmed particles were registered. Using the nuclear emulsion as a 
vertex detector with a good spectrometry properties of the 15-foot 
bubble chamber has allowed the decays of charmed particles to be effec
tively analysed. Attention is focussed on the new physical results: ,\£ 
baryon and D* meson decay channels, production of charmed «L C baryons and 
,\* via 2 C . For the first time the event interpreted as production of 
the excited (ci)-state with mass -2790 MeV/c has been registered. 
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Problems, JINR. 
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